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summary

In the history of the Rotterdam police force a blind
spot exists due to the lack of a reliable study on the role
its members played during the German occupation in
the Second World War. One of the most important
objectives of  this study is to fill this gap. An equally
important objective is whether the findings on the
Rotterdam police match the existing image of the
police during the Second World War. Bearing in mind
the perspective of collaboration and resistance, it was
important to systematically examine the results first in
order to create a well balanced image based on facts.
Before this could be accomplished a taboo had to be
broken because this part of the history of the police
force had wittingly or unwittingly been hidden in
archives and people’s memories for a long time. In this
respect, eyewitness reports, supplemented by factual
archive data, were not only important in order to
answer the many questions, but were qually useful
when judging the individual policeman. In many cases
other researchers had paid too little attention to this
subject, because the main focus was on how the police
force as an organisation had functioned during the
occupation. The fact that a policeman also had to cope
with the hardships of the occupation, such as
bombings, raids, and the hunger winter of 1944-45. was
not always taken into consideration. The performance
of the individual policeman forms therefore an
important part of the history of the police force.

The history of the Rotterdam police force
originated in the second half of the nineteenth
century. Before that time such a force hardly existed.
Rotterdam, situated at the mouth of the Rotte stream,
had developed from a fishing village into a prominent
world port on the river Meuse.  This explosive growth
often led to conflicts between local government en
citizens. Since Rotterdam not only aspired to be a
workers’city and port, but also a residential town, new
quarters arose on the banks of the river Meuse, which
necessitated improvements in the infrastructuur. As all
this urban growth also led to a rise in crime, the need
arose for a modern and efficient police organisation.
Towards the end of the nineteenth century this had
been accomplished, making the Rotterdam police force
one of the most prominent in Europe and especially in
the Netherlands.

This police force was hardly prepared when the
superior German army  plunged the Netherlands into
war in May 1940 Since the Dutch army put up a fiercer
resistance than the Germans had expected, Rotterdam
was bombed to force its capitulation. The bombs and
fires destroyed the city centre of Rotterdam, causing a
great number of casualties. For many of the policemen
a period of great uncertainty started, during which
new measures and orders caused them to almost
continually struggle with the question as to what

extent they could perform their duties. Only a small
minority of the police force opted for National-
Socialism, while an equally limited group sooner or
later took part in the resistance or left the police force
and went underground.

For the occupying power it was important that
people were appointed who would unconditionally
support them. In order to achieve this, mainly those
with a National-Socialist background were chosen for
these positions. At both national and local level
National-Socialism was promoted within the police
force. Reforming the police training was one of the
attempts in this direction. Inflow of new personnel
educated at the centralised training school had to bring
about unification and ‘Nazification’ of the police force
and create enthusiasm for the New Order among
policemen. In addition, the entire police force was
obliged to regularly attend movies and also meetings
with National-Socialist tendencies. The unification of
police unions made policemen compulsory members
of the only union allowed, the Kameraadschapsbond
[Comradeship union]. In general, these efforts were
not successful, because the majority of the Rotterdam
police force continued to oppose the New Order, while
only a minority enlisted in the Nationaal Socialistische

Beweging nsb [National Socialistic Movement] or
related organisations.

Like his colleagues in Amsterdam and The Hague,
the chief of the Rotterdam police force was a member
of the nsb, although not a fervent adherer, and because
of this he hardly attempted to Nazify the police force.
For a long time this prevented National Socialism from
getting a hold over the higher ranking officers.
Policemen who did feel attracted to National Socialism
were deliberately assigned to Groep 10 [Group 10], the
political branch of the Rotterdam police force. The
small hard core of this feared and hated group was
assisted by auxiliary policemen. From October 1942
until the end of 1943, about sixty auxiliary  policeman,
nearly all pro-German members of the NSB, were
assigned to Groep 10.  Their political preference was
much more important than knowledge and
experience. The same was true of most of the
detectives, who apart from the regular police training
had hardly had any training in criminal investigation.
By isolating this relatively small group of adherents to
the New Order it was expected to keep them more
effectively under control, but it soon became evident
that this aim could not be realised. As it happened,
Groep 10 was increasingly taking orders from the
Aussenstelle Rotterdam [the local office of the
Sicherheitspolizei (Security Police)], while those in
charge gradually were gradually losing control over this
branch. This undesirable situation had far-reaching
consequences for the safety of the Rotterdam citizens
and for the Jewish inhabitants in particular.
Before the detectives of Groep 10 started to act as
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accomplices of the occupying power and before it was
discovered that forcing policemen into line had failed
for the greater part, the occupying power could in most
cases and especially during the first half of the
occupation still count on the cooperation of nearly the
entire Rotterdam police force. The involvement of the
Rotterdam police force in the German policy of
persecution depended, however, on many factors, so
that on some occasions more was required of
policemen than on other occasions. As far as the
gypsies were concerned the cooperation of the police
force was limited to carrying out inspections, because
before the actual persecution started the gypsy families
who had built camps on Rotterdam territory were
moved to assembly points elsewhere in the
Netherlands.

The Rotterdam police force played a much greater
role in tracking down and apprehending communists
and Jews. After the compulsory registration of all Jews
the final goal of total isolation followed by means of
the introduction of new measures. In several public
places, such as cafes, parks and markets, signs were put
up with the message that Jews were not welcome there.
A few months later, the text on these signs had been
changed to ‘Voor Joden verboden’ [‘Forbidden for Jews’].
The  control over compliance with this ban was
assigned to the local police and although such controls
were carried out frequently, policemen hardly ever
found Jews in forbidden places. During these controls
the policemen were probably not fanatical enough
because as of mid-1941 the political branch of the police
force, in corporation with the Sicherheitspolizei , started
to frequently control the compliance of the measures
against Jews.

After J.J. Boelstra took over command of the
police force from J.P. Roszbach, measures against Jews
followed at a fast pace. Following the obligatory
wearing of the Star of David, the mobility of the Jews
was even further restricted by the full-scale travel ban
and the handing in of all bicycles. This almost resulted
in their total isolation and their banishment from
social life . The detectives of the political branch almost
entirely took over control of these far-reaching
measures from their uniformed colleagues. Violations
were punished more severely than previously. The
detained Jews  were treated as criminals and sent to
concentration camps where most of them soon died.
From the end of July 1942 six thousand Rotterdam Jews
received a summons to report to the central assembly
point Loods 24 [Shed 24]. As the willingness to do so
decreased daily, the occupying power proclaimed new
measures. One month after the compulsory
registration Jewish men had to go to working camps.
This cunning move on the part of the occupying power
meant that the Jewish men would be banned from
social life altogether. This also made it easier to reunite
them with family members who had been left behind.

This plan was a complete success, because in the
evening and night of 2nd and 3rd october 1942 the
members of the families who had stayed at home were
picked up during a raid. For the first time, and under
the supervision of German officials, the Rotterdam
police force was forced to provide large-scale assistance.
Without being given a reason three hundred
policemen were informed that they had to report for
duty at eight o’clock in the evening. At the designated
time the summoned policemen, many of whom
thought that this was an emergency drill, were told
that they had to pick up Jews from their homes that
evening. It remains to be seen whether this order
would have been carried out differently if the entire
police force had been informed beforehand, because
the solidarity needed for collective refusal had been
lacking for some time. A meeting of detectives shortly
after the first raid demonstrated this, as only eight out
of seventy detectives were prepared to refuse such an
order in future. The next order followed within a week
of the first.

This second operation was differently planned.
Instead of a central assembly point, the participating
policemen received orders to report to their unit,
where they were instructed to pick up especially the
elderly Jews the same evening. This time the
Rotterdam policemen were not assisted by German
officials, but by members of the Amsterdam
Politiebataljon (Police Battalion]. During this raid,  the
Battalion appeared not only to have been trained to
pick up Jews, but also to confiscate Jewish goods.
The third large-scale operation in which the Rotterdam
police force was involved in October 1942 had to do
with the communists. By coincidence the occupying
power had laid hands on a list with names of members
of a communist resistance group. During a swift raid
the German police picked up about two hundred
communists in one night with the aid of a large
number of Rotterdam policemen. During the
subsequent investigation the specially formed
Sonderkommando [Special Unit] was assisted by a
number of Rotterdam detectives. Partly because of  the
round up of the communist resistance group the entire
Rotterdam police force was given a bonus. In a way this
was blood money because the occupying power executed
21 of the communists who had been picked up.

In connection with the three large-scale raids in
which regular policemen assisted, October 1942 is
without a doubt one of the blackest pages, if not the
blackest page, in the history of the Rotterdam police
force.
Although after October 1942 arrest warrants were
increasingly administered by Groep 10, it appeared that
other branches of the Rotterdam police force could also
have been involved. In January 1943 communists were
being hunted and at the beginning of April policemen
had to assist in picking up the last Jews legally
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remaining in Rotterdam for the last time. After the
liberation, the occupying authorities tried to deny their
responsibility with regard to picking up and deporting
Jews by pointing the finger at the Dutch police force.
The leader of the Amsterdam Aussenstelle W.
Lages,declared for instance, that without the support of
the Dutch police force less than 10 percent of the Jews
would have been picked up. The leaders of the
Rotterdam Aussenstelle also pointed at the police force.
It remains to be seen, whether the share of the
Rotterdam Aussenstelle was indeed so marginal. In any
case, it is a fact that most arrest warrants originated
from the Aussenstelle. From the end of 1942 onward,
most of these assignments were carried out by the
detectives of Groep 10. They were responsible for the
arrest of a great number of Jews in hiding and of Jews
who had violated one of the many Verordeningen
[Regulations]. Although statistics show that at least ten
percent of the Rotterdam Jews was picked up by the
detectives of Groep 10, it should be taken into
consideration that by the end of 1942 especially the
other branches of the Rotterdam police force were also
involved in picking up and transporting Jews and
political opponents of the Nazi-regime.
When stock was taken after the liberation, it appeared
that between 27.1 and 29.6 per cent of the Dutch Jews
had survived the occupation. The number of
Rotterdam Jews who had survived the occupation was
even lower in comparison with most other big cities
and the national average. Of  the 8.368 full-blooded
Jews, 6.302 had died. About a quarter (23.6 percent)
returned from the concentration camps or came out of
hiding. 

Despite the severe penalties for offering
resistance, many Rotterdam policemen took  part in
acts of resistance, both actively and passively. About a
hundred Rotterdam policemen are known to have
become members of a resistance movement sooner or
later. The occupying power took firm action and did
everything possible to put an end to resistance. The
stronghold of the Rotterdam Aussenstelle in the
Heemraadssingel soon became a feared and hated
institute. Under the supervision of H.J. Wölk and with
the help of informants, staff members and their Dutch
assistants acted ruthlessly against those who had
refused to contribute towards building a new Europe,
and against those who were already being continually
hunted. To reach their target staff members were given
far-reaching powers. Third degree, for instance, was a
legitimate way to force suspects and opponents to talk.
Besides, as of July 1944 the leaders of the Aussenstelle
were authorised to impose death sentences outwith the
court without first examining the facts thoroughly.
Compared to other cities the occupying power applied
this measure frequently in Rotterdam, even although
they had already acted harshly. As liberation
approached, the Aussenstelle in The Hague and

Amsterdam made deals with the resistance
movements. In Rotterdam this did not happen until
the end of the occupation, which meant that revenge
on resistance attacks were accompanied by much
bloodshed. During the last seven months of the
occupation in Rotterdam, at least 155 men were
executed life in front of firing squads.

Not only citizens, but also policemen were victims
of the radically changing policy of the occupying
power. Unlike the Aussenstelle, the Ordnungspolizei
increasingly interfered in the organization of the
Rotterdam police force. The men of the German police
battalions, who were generally stationed in Rotterdam
for only a short period of time, did not do so initially.
This changed when major H.G. Scholz, as
Verbindungsoffizier des Befehshaber der Ordnungspolizei und
Kommandeur der Ordnungspolizei Südholland und Zeeland
[Liaison officer for the Chief of Staff and Commander
of the Order Police (in the provinces of) South-
Holland and Zeeland] , moved his office from The
Hague to Rotterdam at the beginning of March 1943.
He ordered, supervised, and interfered in promotions.
In addition to the increasing reign of terror by the
occupying power the citizens of Rotterdam were even
more afflicted during the last year of the occupation. At
the beginning of September 1944 rumours about a
quick advance by the allied armies created a feeling of
elation for a short time, but this disappeared like snow
in summer once it was discovered that these rumours
were only partially true. Although the south had been
liberated by the Allied forces, the territory north of the
big rivers (i.e. Rhine and Meuse) remained occupied.
Since nearly all the Germans were fighting at the front
and the war industry had to be kept running at full
speed, the men from the occupied territory were
deported on a large scale to Germany for the labour
draft. All able-bodies men were also removed from the
big cities in the west. In November 1944 it was
Rotterdam’s turn first. Within two days German
soldiers had combed out the inner city and the
outskirts, and carried off about fifty-thousand men.
Previously, policemen had been granted exemption,
but because the occupying power no longer trusted
them, hundreds of policemen were also picked up
during the November raids and transported to
Germany. The shortage of staff this created was not the
only drawback. The biggest problem was the shortage
of basic necessities caused by decreased production, as
well as the transportation of food to Germany, the
railway-strike and the severe winter. The families of
the policemen who had been deported had a difficult
period ahead of them because the police-uniform had
sometimes provided them with some extra food. Like
the citizens, the remaining Rotterdam policemen were
continuously trying to get their hands on anything
edible. Sometimes they went over the score or even
committed a crime.
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After the liberation an investigation was carried out as
to what extent the individual policeman had actually
cooperated with the occupying power. When judging
the Rotterdam police force it is first of all important to
bear in mind that the police force as such no longer
existed but instead had become a group of policemen.
If this is taken into account, it soon becomes obvious
that not every form of cooperation can be classified
under collaboration, because the majority of policeman
carried out orders without any intent or political
motives. They did not continue with their work
because of political conviction, or for the pursuit of
power or profit seeking. Most of the work of the
policemen in the force could be covered by the term
accommodation. However, in doing so, they had, in
fact, more or less cooperated with the occupying force.
Analysis of the available data relating to the purge
shows that about sixteen percent of the Rotterdam
police force had been examined. These purging-cases
also include insignificant complaints about individual
policemen that could soon be refuted based on facts.
Eventually, the investigations showed that eight
percent of all policemen could be held accountable for
purging measures, because their conduct during the
occupation was considered to be intolerable. Apart
from the members of the political branch of the
Rotterdam police force, only J.W.J. Moerman,
commanding officer of the Ordepolitie [Order Police],
was held accountable as a result of complaints relating
to the deportation of the Rotterdam Jews. In the latter
case he was given only a slight punishment as he had
made himself useful in the further course of events of
the occupation.

Roszbach and Boelstra, both high ranking officials
in the Rotterdam police force, were not held
responsible at all for the cooperation of the police force
inicking up Jews. Apart from  this similarity, there
were mainly differences between the two police
commanders. Roszbach  had been working in the
Rotterdam police force since 1907. His predecessor, L.
Einthoven, had accepted another position just in time.
He was opposed to National Socialism, and was
criticised for not dealing firmly with disturbances
between citizens and National-Socialists. Roszbach’s
appointment was not self-evident. He was chosen
because senior police chiefs were either not available or
less suitable. Roszbach had not yet become a member
of the NSB, and did not immediately share the ideas of
this Movement. In his position, however, he had a lot
more into contact with representatives of National
Socialism and became increasingly convinced that the
old system certainly had its flaws. Partly because of
this, Roszbach enlisted as a member of the nsb , after
which his sympathy for the New Order grew. He
attempted, among other things to increase the number
of NSB-adherents within the police force. Six months
later  Roszbach resigned from the nsb after concluding

that it had not brought about the desired
modernization. His alternating choices eventually led
to a troubled conscience and to a deterioration in his
mental health.  In May, 1942, Roszbach’s health
worsened to such an extent that he had to go on sick
leave and he was declared unfit one year later. After the
liberation, Roszbach was given the full blame for his
attempts to ‘National-Socialise’ the police force. The
imposed sentence of 10 years was reduced to five years,
which was nevertheless still two years more than the
sentence his successor Boelstra got for his role during
the occupation. This in spite of the fact that Boelstra
had been in charge during a more difficult period, and
in spite of his membership of the SS [Schutzstaffeln;
military branch of the National Socialist German
Labour Party], which made him politically speaking a
more serious case than his predecessor. However,
contrary to Roszbach, Boelstra was no opportunist.
Rather than acting politically, he could hardly be
blamed for anything other than spreading propaganda
for the occupying power.

In the early part of the occupation, the police
chiefs of the forces in The Hague and Amsterdam had
also been replaced by National-Socialists. Like
Boelstra, they did not have a political background, and
lacked political experience. The Amsterdam chief of
police, S. Tulp, was even ordered to counteract the
anti-German feelings within the Amsterdam police
force. Boelstra had no such orders. Since The NSB had
selected him, it was expected that he would reorganize
the Rotterdam police force according to the spirit of
National-Socialistism, especially as he had trained
under Tulp. In his inaugural speech Boelstra indicated
that he absolutely did not want to convert all members
of the police force to National-Socialism. According to
him, one became a National-Socialist only by
conviction, and not by force. Despite shortcomings
such  as excessive drinking, his membership of the nsb
and later also of the Germaansche-ss [German-ss, the
Dutch branch of the ss] , Boelstra kept his word. His
attitude towards the mainly non- National-Socialist
part of his staff soon caused a conflict between him and
the political branch. In spite of this, Boelstra remained
in charge as head of the police force for a long time and
after that he worked as Gewestelijk Politiepresident
[Regional Police President]. By the end of 1944, the
occupying power had lost nearly all faith in Boelstra
and  they began to search for a more suitable candidate.
Eventually, Boelstra was replaced in the last month of
the occupation. His positive image was later confirmed
by retired policemen who had known him during the
occupation. Apart from his heavy drinking, nobody
could remember any negative incidents.

After the liberation there was,however,neither
time for extensive analysis, nor for coming to terms
with shocking experiences. Building up a reliable
police force was given priority, while everybody was
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expected to help to restore the blemished reputation.
As distrust and lack of understanding prevailed, this
was no simple task. Rotterdam now had to build up its
force in order to once again become one of the leading
police forces in the country. Later, several scientific
studies dealt with the role of the police force during the
occupation. Researchers have often disagreed about
this subject. This not only had to do with their views of
the available data, but certainly also had to do with
differences among themselves. The fact is that every
police force had its specific characteristics and
problems which complicates passing collective
judgement on them. Due to far-reaching events such as
the bombing on May 4th 1940 and the raids in
November 1944, Rotterdam became one of the most
heavily afflicted cities in the Netherlands. Another
difference relates to the way prominent administrative
positions were filled. In Rotterdam, some high
positions were held by civil servants with a more
moderate policy than that of their colleagues in other
Dutch cities, such as the head of the police force and
Politiepresident Boelstra, mayor F.E. Müller, and the
Beauftragte des Reichskommissars [representative of the
High Commissioner Seyss-Inquart] C.L.F. Völckers.
Unfortunately, police officials and citizens hardly
profited from this situation, since certain branches of
the occupying power, such as Sipo [Sicherheitspolizei;
Security Police], sd [Sicherheitsdienst; Security Agency],
Orpo [Ordnungspolizei; Order Police], as well as the
political branch of the police force acted more
forcefully in the course of time than their counterparts
in other big cities. In all probability the Rotterdam
resistance was also more militant than elsewhere,
because nowhere else were so many ‘foute’ persons
[collaborators] liquidated. This certainly applied to
policemen. Of all Dutch policemen liquidated by the
resistance during the occupation, one third had served
in the Rotterdam police force and  most of them had
worked for the political branch.
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